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Abstract. The necessity of using food data in mobile health applications is often
linked with difficulties. In Europe no standardized and quality-controlled food
product databases are accessible. Data from third party sources are often incom-
plete and have to be checked carefully before use for errors and inconsistencies.
The purpose of this approach is to improve data quality and to increase informa-
tion density by developing a dedicated food data warehouse. By using the extract,
transform and load processes known from data warehouse technologies, multiple
data sources will be combined, inserted and evaluated. The data is cleaned up
by using data profiling techniques. Data mining methods are used to merge the
datasets from food composition databases and food product databases to increase
information density. The aim is to analyze, if and how Big Data technologies can
increase performance of data processing significantly.
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1 Introduction

The use of mobile health applications (health apps) is constantly increasing in the app
stores of mobile platforms and many of them are focused on nutrition. However, no
standardized sources of food product data are available in Europe with complete infor-
mation of available food products on the market. Most app developers are dependent on
their own data or on data collections of third parties. Such datasets are often incomplete
or have not been sufficiently checked to guarantee a data quality which is sufficient for
medical use. Missing or incomplete datasets can have negative effects on the data quality
and therefore on the quality of the app. This circumstance reduces the user’s trust in the
app to a high degree. Provider of quality-controlled and verified food datasets are limited
to a few and usually offer their data at a very high fee [1, 2].

Within the project “Digital Services in Nutritional Counselling” (DiDiER) [3],
funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), a food data
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warehouse system was developed, which combines the food data of different, mostly
free or public data sources and stores them in a uniform data format and data structure.
Using data profiling tools, errors and duplicates were detected and eliminated [1]. By
combining food composition databases with food product databases and creating ontolo-
gies between their data elements, inconsistencies among the data are detected and the
datasets are completed. In order to obtain hidden information of useful value from the
data and ontologies, data mining methods are used.

2 State of the Art

2.1 Food Data Warehouse

The Food Data Warehouse (FDWH) contains a collection of information about natural
foods, packaged foods and branded products. The data was obtained from the sources
of various platform operators and food manufacturers. The data was extracted from the
external data sources, transformed into a uniform data structure as well as data format
and then loaded into a central relational database by the Extract, Transform and Load
process (ETL process) known from data warehousing. The FDWH currently contains
data with information about approximately 40,000 foods from the following extern data
sources [1].

– Food Composition Databases

• German Federal Food Key (Bundeslebensmittelschlüssel [4]
• Swiss nutrition database (Schweizer Nährwertedatenbank) [5].

– Food Product Databases

• WikiFood.eu [6]
• das-ist-drin.de [7]
• OpenFoodFacts.org [8]
• FoodRepo.org [9]
• Danone and its subsidiary Nutritcia [10, 11].

Data profilingmethodswere used to detect and correct defective characters, incorrect
data formats and duplicates of data records. Data profiling includes the following tasks
in detail.

– Checking patterns and data types
– Outlier detection
– Characterization of missing and preset values
– Data rule analysis (e.g. recognition of values corresponding to certain regular
expressions)

– Analysis of column properties (validity check of all values in a table column)
– Analysis of value dependencies across columns
– Recognition of functional dependencies or foreign key dependencies in databases.
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Using special metrics, which enable data quality to be measured, quantifiable quality
values in terms of completeness and consistency were determined in order to obtain
an initial assessment of the data quality improvement using the above-mentioned data
profiling methods [1].

2.2 Food Information for Health Applications

For the analysis of food intolerances and allergies, correct and complete lists of ingre-
dients are required e.g. for the detection of related elicitors. Although it is required in
the EU that information on 14 major allergens must be labelled by manufacturers on
food packages, also other ingredients and additives have the potential to provoke allergic
reactions [1]. In the field of Frailty Syndrome, the focus is on energy intake. Information
about nutrition facts, in particular of energy, fat, protein and carbohydrates is needed.
Information about Nutrition Facts is important for a wide range of health fields, such as
healthy nutrition and fitness as well as the prevention of diseases such as obesity, cancer,
diabetes, heart attack or stroke [12].

2.3 Differences Between Food Composition and Food Product Databases

Food Composition Databases (FCDB) provide the name of foods in conjunction with
their nutritional information. Unlike Food Product Databases (FPDB), FCDBs do not
provide branded products but natural food without branding. The following nutritional
information is provided using FCDB data [5].

– Energy value in kilo joules (kJ) and kilo calories (kcal)

• calculated from the sum of the kJ values of

• carbohydrates 17 kJ/g
• protein 17 kJ/g
• fat 37 kJ/g
• alcohol 29 kJ/g
• food fibers 8 kJ/g.

– values of macronutrients

• carbohydrates, food fibers, fat, cholesterol, protein, alcohol, water.

– values of vitamins

• vitamins a, b1, b2, b6, b12, c, d, e, etc.

– values of the minerals among other things

• sodium, salt, potassium, chloride, calcium, magnesium, iron, iodine, zinc, etc.
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In contrast to the FCDB, the FPDB data also provides the information in the
following.

– brand
– origin
– Global Trade Item Number (GTIN)
– information about packaging and special features
– content quantity (for packaged products)
– ingredient lists
– allergens requiring labelling.

2.4 Food Information Service

The Food Information Service (FIS) is a webservice that provides FDWH data via an
Application Programming Interface (API) [13]. The FIS receives a request from the
application with username and salted password hash [14] (for secure authorization)
as well as a search string. Within the FIS, the identifiers (IDs) of suitable foods with
reference to the search string are selected and returned to the requesting application.
A reference of the food to the search string exists if the search string completely or
partially corresponds to the food name, the manufacturer name or the category as well
as the soundex values (code generated by the sound of a name) [15] of the search string
and the food name correspond. Based on the selected IDs, the application can now
request more detailed information about the associated food. Both the requests and the
answers provided by the FIS are in the human- and machine-readable JavaScript Object
Notation Format (JSON format) [1, 16].

2.5 Ontologies Between Food Data

In the context of information theory, ontologies are special data models that formally
define data objects of a subject area [17]. When evaluating the data of the FDWH such
data models are generated in order to extract specific knowledge about individual data
elements, with the help of which it can be recognized whether it concerns a consistent
value. Furthermore, in many cases missing values in the databases can be derived with
the help of such models.

In the following, the ingredient lists, which are available in text form, are prepro-
cessed using Text Data Mining (Text Mining) [18] so that further ontologies can be
formed between the FCDB and FPDB datasets and their attributes in order to extract
missing information in data as far as possible from other similar or identical datasets.

3 Methods

3.1 Preprocessing of Ingredient Lists by Text Mining

Before information about the ingredients can be generated by the food data records, the
ingredient lists, which are available in text form, must be processed using text mining
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methods. The supplied ingredient lists of the external data sources were also stored in the
FDWH as comma separated text strings, for presentation in health apps. In the further
course, the individual ingredients are extracted from these strings.

By tokenization [18], the ingredient lists are split into individual ingredient character
strings at the points where a predefined character (in this case a comma) occurs. The
ingredient strings are stored separately related to the food ID to which the ingredient
belongs. All strings are stored in lower case. These strings, or parts of them, that corre-
spond to numeric values, special characters, and specific words from a stopword list are
then removed. Stopwords are filler words, adjectives and articles (e.g. with, a, the, big,
etc.) as well as words that describe a processing form of an ingredient (e.g. cooked; for
the entry “cooked egg”). Ingredient lists often contain additional explanations on quan-
tity relationships using numerical or percentage values. After removal of stop words,
double ingredients may appear in the tokenized table and will be deleted afterwards
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Tokenization of the content list including stopword removal and removal of duplicates

Stemming generate the word stem of a certain word [18]. In order to be able to
compare ingredients and FCDB Food names, the word stems of the ingredients are
generated by using the snowball stemmer method [19]. Differently named ingredient
words of the same meaning are linked language-spreading to a representative english
term. For example, the North German word “Apfelsine” means “Orange” in Southern
Germany. These two words are combined with the corresponding English translation
“orange”. Thereby the library Thesarus [20] helps, which contains synonyms of many
words. In addition, the Google Translate Library [21] is used to translate and a specially
created library with synonymous food names. By linking the words of the samemeaning
and the stemmed words a new linking table is created (Fig. 2). Using this linking table,
all individual ingredients can now be converted into a standardized main term. This will
later help to identify the same ingredients in different ingredient lists.
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Fig. 2. Linking of ingredients with synonyms and word stems

3.2 Method for Similarity Analysis Between Datasets

In order to achieve a higher information density of the food data, a schemewas developed
that combines the information from the FCDB and the FPDB. To explain it, the following
scenario is considered.

Scenario. A user of a health app, which provides information on food ingredients and
nutritional values, uses the app’s search function to search for the drink named “Cola”
and enters this name in a search mask of the app. In the background, the app receives
various results from the FDWH via the FIS, including the food named “Coladrink” from
the FCDB and the two (fictitious) branded products named “Cola X” and “YZcoke”. By
selecting one of the displayed foods, the user can display its information on ingredients

Fig. 3. FIS response (from food information from the FDWH) in JSON format, which matches
to the search term “Cola”
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and nutritional values. However, the food Coladrink from the FCDB does not provide
any ingredients and the two foods from the FPDB, Cola X and YZcoke do not provide
all Nutrition Facts that Coladrink provides (Fig. 3). It would be useful if the different
information of similar foods would be combined and contained in each food dataset.
For example, the information of the ingredient lists would then also be contained in the
food data set of Coladrink and the information about vitamin C and magnesium (among
others) would also be contained in the food data sets of Cola X and YZCoke (see Fig. 6).
However, for this must be developed a method that recognizes similar foods on the basis
of the given information.

In order to develop a scheme that links the information of such similar foods with
each other, the attribute ranges presented in the following list are analyzed to identify
similarly composed foods.

– Food names:

• Parts of the food names are identical

– Ingredient lists:

• products with the same or to a large extent the same ingredients

– Nutrition values:

• The nutrition values are in the same range.

For the foods in the above scenario, the analysis of the food names shows that in
the textstrings “Coladrink” and “Cola X” the same substring “Cola” is contained. The
ingredient lists of Cola X and YZcoke are only different in the order of the last two
ingredients (see Fig. 3). Furthermore, the distance between the nutritional values of
energy, fat, proteins and carbohydrates among the foods is small, so that all three foods
are similar in this attribute range (see Fig. 3).

With the help of the data mining method of decision tree generation [22], decision
trees were developed on the basis of 1000 food test data (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5), with the
help of which it is determined to what extent the individual ingredients and nutritional
values may differ, so that the foods can be regarded as similar in these attribute ranges.

The two ingredient lists of a food pair, food X and food Y, are transmitted to the
decision tree in Fig. 4. First, it will be checked if both ingredient lists contain more
than two ingredients (the length of the lists must be greater than two). The first three
ingredients of both lists must be identical. If the lists are greater than three elements and
do not differ in the number of elements by more than three elements, all other elements
(from the fourth to the last ingredient) are compared with each other. Finally, the food
pair is classified as similar in the attribute range of the ingredient lists, if the number of
elements of the ingredient in the larger of the two ingredient lists is less than 15 and the
ingredients are contained in both ingredients lists except for a maximum of one element
(the order does not matter). If the number of elements in the smaller of the two ingredient
lists is greater than 15 elements, the ingredients must be contained in both ingredients
lists up to a maximum of two elements.
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The decision tree in Fig. 5 receives as input the nutritional values carbohydrates, fat,
proteins (each in gram per 100 g) and energy (in kcal per 100 g) of food X and food Y.
These values of the both foods are compared with each other. The foods are similar in the
attribute range of the nutritional values if none of the compared nutritional value pairs
differ by more than the value 10. The nutritional values for carbohydrates, fat, proteins
and energy are the most widely contained nutrition facts in the food data sets.

For the similarity analysis of the food names, the individual words of the food
names of two foods are tokenized and filtered with the help of stopword lists (as already
described in Sect. 3.1). The words of both food names are then compared with each

Fig. 4. Decision tree of the similarity analysis of ingredients in two food datasets
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other. If at least two words in the two food names are identical, the food is classified as
similar in the name attribute range.

If two foods are similar in at least two of the attribute ranges, their data sets are
considered to be similar overall. This fact is true by the pairs Coladrink and X Cola as
well as with X Cola and YZcoke (see Fig. 3). The similarity of X Cola to the other two
foods results in a transitive dependency, so that the foods Coladrink and YZcoke are
considered similar to each other. Finally, the following scheme is summarized with the
help of which all food pairs of the FDWH can be analyzed for their similarity.

1. Similarity analysis of food names between all foods of the FPDB among themselves
2. Similarity analysis of the ingredients between all food products of the FPDB using

the decision tree in Fig. 4
3. Similarity analysis of the nutritional values between all foods of the FPDB using the

decision tree in Fig. 5
4. Similarity analysis of the food names between all foods of the FCDB among each

other
5. Similarity analysis of the nutritional values between all foods of the FCDBs among

themselves whose similarity of the food names is already confirmed by the analysis
in 4. using the decision tree in Fig. 5

6. Similarity analysis of food names between FPDB and FCDB foods
7. Similarity analysis of nutritional values between all foods of FPDBand FCDBwhose

similarity of food names is confirmed by the analysis in 6. Already confirmed using
the decision tree in Fig. 5

8. Determination of foods thatwere classified as similar in two of the similarity analyses
in different attribute ranges

9. Determination of transitive dependencies between similar food pairs.

If no similarity is confirmed after the analysis according to 4. or 6., an analysis
according to 5. or 7. is no longer necessary because at least two similarities must occur
in different attribute ranges and the foods of the FCDB have no lists of ingredients and
can therefore only be analyzed in two attribute ranges.

The IDs of the foods whose data sets were classified as similar overall are stored in
a special database table linked with each other. The FIS is modified so that it obtains
missing information of a food data set from a linked food data set and delivers it to the
requesting app (Fig. 6).

In the above scenario, this means that when the user selects the entry Coladrink,
the ingredients of the other two linked foods are also displayed. If he selects one of the
other two foods, additional nutritional values of the FCDB data set Coladrink will be
displayed which are not contained in the selected data set.

If a specific nutritional value of the linked data sets Y and Z (e.g. carbohydrate value
of Y and carbohydrate value of Z) is to be displayed for a data set X, the mean value of
the supplied information (mean value of carbohydrate value of Y and Z) is calculated.
Ingredients are only obtained from linked data sets if the ingredient list of the selected
food dataset is missing, so that no existing entry is falsified. For FCDB foods where
ingredient information is missing, all ingredients from linked data sets are included.
Now it can happen that this information does not correspond exactly to the food the user
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is looking for in the health app, but the user still has the important information which
ingredients might be present in the food (this circumstance must be specially marked
by the FIS or the displaying app). Now, for example, a nutritionist who looks at this
information, in the case of a food allergy, can take a closer look at such a food data set if
an occurrence of the allergen is apparent from the ingredient list (even if the occurrence
was only vaguely determined) and the user of the app who suffers from the allergy can
avoid eating the food for its own safety.

Fig. 5. Decision tree of the similarity analysis of nutrition values in two food datasets
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Fig. 6. FIS response which matches the search term “cola”, with foods whose information has
been completed with the help of similarity analysis

3.3 Using Big Data Technologies to Increase Performance

By comparing and mapping all data sets with each other using decision trees, conven-
tional data analysis frameworks and tools quickly reach their performance limits. For
example, the similarity analysis of the food names of 1000 food data sets already took
more than 15 min. With an increased number of food data sets, the time taken by nested
iterations during data processing increases exponentially. By using the Big Data Frame-
work Spark of the Apache Foundation [23] it is possible to process the data sets very
quickly with the help of special techniques (map, reduce, filter, text mining methods,
etc.) and so-called lambda functions (anonymous functions without names that directly
provide the return value) [24]. With Spark the data can be processed on different com-
puting clusters directly in the main memory with the help of resilient distributed datasets
(RDD) [23]. For example, RDDs can be represented and edited as data frames, which are
known to developers of the programming language Python [25], which is often used in
the data science field. Spark can be integrated into Python using the library PySpark. By
operating on the data frames with the help of the PySpark library, the execution time is
minimized many times over. Figure 7 shows a code snippet, as example for the similarity
analysis of food names, in the programming language Python, using the PySpark library
and using lambda functions. The food names were selected from a comma separated
values file (csv file) and stored as RDDs. Further, the names were tokenized (splitted in
single terms by space character) and stopwords were eliminated in each tokenized term.
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The terms were compared to each other to determine similar name parts. The results,
which name pairs are similar to each other, are written into a new csv file.

rdd = sc.textFile(
‚data.csv‘).map(lambda line :line.split(‚,‘))

data_frame = rdd.toDF(['x_food_id', 'y_food_id', 
'x_food_name', 'y_food_name'])

tokenizer = Tokenizer(inputCol=‚x_food_name‘, 
outputCol=‚x_vector‘)

data_frame = tokenizer.transform(data_frame)
tokenizer = Tokenizer(inputCol="y_food_name", 

outputCol="y_vector")
data_frame = tokenizer.transform(data_frame)
remover = StopWordsRemover()
remover.loadDefaultStopWords('german')
remover.setInputCol("x_vector")
remover.setOutputCol("x_vector_without_stopw")
data_frame = remover.transform(data_frame)
remover.setInputCol("y_vector")
remover.setOutputCol("y_vector_without_stopw")
data_frame = remover.transform(data_frame)
differencer = udf(lambda x, y: list(set(x) - set(y)), Ar-
rayType(StringType()))
data_frame = data_frame.withColumn(

'difference', differencer('x_vector_without_stopw', 
'y_vector_without_stopw'))

comparer = udf(lambda x, y, z: not len((set(x) - set(z)))
== 0 and not len((set(y) - set(z))) == 0)

data_frame = data_frame.withColumn(
'comparing', comparer('x_vector_without_stopw', 
'y_vector_without_stopw', 'difference'))

result_data_frame = data_frame.filter(
data_frame["comparing"] == True)

result_data_frame.toPandas().to_csv('new_data.csv')

Fig. 7. Code snippet as example for the similarity analysis of food names

4 Evaluation

To evaluate the similarity analysis, 1000 food test data, of which 200 dataset pairs had
to be classified as similar, were evaluated by computer-based similarity analysis. The
result shows that the analysis of the ingredients of 1000 foods has classified 249 dataset
pairs as similar in this attribute range. The analysis of the nutritional values identified
207 similar dataset pairs and those of the Food Names 502 pairs. A total of 196 food
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data set pairs were classified as similar, including transitive dependencies. Only four
data sets were not classified. This results in a recognition rate of 98% for the overall
similarity analysis (Fig. 8). An incorrect similarity classification of dissimilar data sets
did not take place.

Fig. 8. Results of similarity analysis using test data

By using the Big Data Framework Spark and the additional Lambda functions used,
the execution time of the similarity analyses was reduced by a factor of 901 (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Performance measurement before and after the use of big data technologies for the
similarity analysis of food names

1 On a single cluster system with 4 × 2.5 gigahertz (GHz) processor and 16 gigabyte (GB) main
memory.
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5 Conclusion and Outlook

In order to deliver food data sets of sufficiently good data quality to e-health apps,
the data sets of several data sources from both FCDBs and FPDBs were standardized
and stored in a standardized data format in the FDWH. The FIS is used to deliver the
data in the FDWH to the respective apps. Using data profiling methods, erroneous and
duplicate data sets were detected and corrected or eliminated [1]. Data mining methods
were used to link information from similar data sets in order to achieve a significant
increase in information density. The evaluation with test data showed that the methods
used achieved a high degree of recognition of the similarity analyses. By linking data sets
through the similarity analysis, it can happen that ingredients and nutritional data are not
determined 100% accurately. Nevertheless, these data can serve the experts in medical
settings (nutritionists, physicians) as clues for a diagnosis [26]. The processing of food
data records has shown that the time taken to process data increases exponentially with
conventional data mining methods, as the amount of data records increases and thus the
performance of the data processing system decreases, even if the 40,000 data records
already stored are not yet classified as “Big Data”. The number of food data records is
constantly increasing as the amount of data in the data sources increases and new data
sources are added. For these reasons, the use of Big Data technologies is unavoidable.
This use has already resulted in a considerable increase in data processing performance.

In the further course of the DiDiER project, the quality improvement of the data
sets is to be further promoted with the help of machine learning and the detection of
inconsistencies. The aim is to achieve the greatest possible coverage of high-quality food
information. In a study of the project, the methods used will be evaluated progressively.
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